ANNOUNCEMENT FROM THE EDITORS OF THE CANADIAN JOURNAL OF POLITICAL SCIENCE / REVUE CANADIENNE DE SCIENCE POLITIQUE

The editors of the Canadian Journal of Political Science invite their colleagues - particularly those in the Canadian field - who have articles nearing completion to make a special effort to send them their manuscripts in time for inclusion in a special number to be produced on the occasion of the IPSA meeting in Montreal in August. There will not be an issue additional to the regular four numbers; but we are hoping that either the June number or the September number (printed to appear for the meeting) will be overprinted in sufficient numbers for distribution to all visitors. Naturally, we would like the issue to reflect some of the best current writing by Canadian political scientists. A December 1st, 1972 deadline for submission to the Journal will be necessary for the June number and February 1st, 1973 deadline for an "early" September number. Obviously, because we cannot determine at the moment which option we will choose the best advice we can give is:

THE SOONER THE BETTER.

All correspondence relating to the newsletter should be directed to the editor:

Caroline Andrew
Department of Political Science
University of Ottawa
Ottawa K1N 6N5
This is the third issue of the CPSA Newsletter but the first of a new academic year. It is also the first to be edited in Ottawa. This move brings the Newsletter closer to the CPSA office and therefore greatly facilitates the editing of the newsletter by permitting easy and direct contact between the Association and the Newsletter. However, there is always the danger of "Ottawa isolation", a phenomenon that should be well known to Canadian political scientists. The only way that this isolation can be overcome, and that the Newsletter can become an important and useful source of information is for the Newsletter to become a genuine forum for matters of interest to political scientists in Canada. This can only occur with active participation from the membership. What is happening in political science departments across the country? What are the concerns of political scientists? What is the "political science" position in regard to science policy in Canada, in regard to interdisciplinary studies, in regard to the Canadianization issue? Is there a "political science" position in regard to any of these questions and/or should there be one? The Newsletter can deal with all these questions but it can only do so if people let us know what is happening and let us know what subjects they would like to have information on. This issue reflects the rather low degree of participation at the moment; let's hope it changes soon.
In accordance with the protocol agreed to by the Canadian Political Science Association and the Société canadienne de Science politique, the Newsletter of the CPSA will appear in English while the ScSp's Lettre circulaire appears in French. Therefore, this and future issues of the Newsletter will be in English. An effort will be made to translate and publish important material from the Lettre circulaire of the Société in order that members of the CPSA who do not receive both publications, can be informed of the activities of both organizations.
ORGANIZATION OF THE C.P.S.A.

This year the C. P. S. A. has restructured itself in order to place greater emphasis on the committees of the Board. It is hoped that this will permit the involvement of a greater number of members in the activities of the Association. This is becoming increasingly important in that the C. P. S. A. is being called on more and more to present the position of political science in relation to various issues. In order to do so effectively, more political scientists must become involved in the activities of the Association. This is the intended result of the new system of committees. Each of the committees is regionally based, the only possibility in a country as large as ours and with an Association as poor as ours. We are printing in full the list of the C. P. S. A. Committees so that people will be in a better position to judge the effectiveness of the new system.

* * *

CPSA STEERING COMMITTEE (S/C)

Jean Lapone (UBC)            President
John Meisel (Queen’s)        President-Elect
J. Hodgetts (Victoria)       Past President
F. Engelmann (Alberta)       Vice-President
John Trent (Ottawa)          Secretary-Treasurer

JOURNAL/REVUE EDITORIAL BOARD

David Hoffman (York)         English co-Editor
Léon Dion (Laval)            French co-Editor
Alan Cairns (UBC)            English Language Book Review Editor
Robert Drummond (York)       English Language Assistant Editor
Vincent Lemieux (Laval)      French Language Book Review and Assistant Editor.

NOMINATING COMMITTEE (1972)

Alan Cairns (UBC)
Don Smiley (Toronto)
Michael Stein (McGill)
1973 PROGRAMME COMMITTEE:

Jacques Benjamin (Montréal) 
Dave Elkins (UBC) 
Jim McNiven (Dalhousie) 
Stan Drabek (Calgary) 
Régine Pelletier (Ottawa) 
Richard Simeon (UBC) 
Susan McCorquodale (Memorial) 
Jean-Pierre Gaboury (Ottawa) 
Conrad Winn (Waterloo Lutheran) 

CPSA/ScSp LIAISON COMMITTEE:

André Donneur (UQAM) 
Jean Laponce (UBC) 
André Bernard (UQAM) 
John Trent (Ottawa) 
John Meisel (Queen's) 

CONSTITUTIONAL COMMITTEE:

Kal Holsti (UBC) 
Walter Young (UBC) 
Dave Elkins (UBC) 

HIGH SCHOOLS & COMMUNITY COLLEGES COMMITTEE:

John Wilson (Waterloo) 

COMMITTEE TO STUDY BIAS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE IN CANADA:

Pauline Jewett (Carleton) 
Jane Jenson (Carleton) 
Caroline Andrew (Ottawa) 
Janice Stein (McGill) 
Blema Steinberg (McGill) 

COMMITTEE TO STUDY CANADIAN CONTENT IN POLITICAL SCIENCE:

Paul Fox (Toronto) 
D. Drache (Atkinson) 
P. Clark (Toronto) 
D. Smiley (Toronto) 
H. Kaplan (York) 

SCIENCE POLICY COMMITTEE:

J. Peter Meekison (Alberta)
ELECTION SURVEY COMMITTEE:

John Wilson (Waterloo)  Chairman
Jo Surich (Waterloo)  Secretary
John Meisel (Queen's)
Don Blake (UBC)
David Elton (Lethbridge)
Duff Spafford (Saskatchewan)
Larry LeDuc (Windsor)
Henry Jacek (McMaster)
Bob Drummond (York)
Bill Irvine (Queen's)
Jon Pammett (Carleton)
André Blais (Ottawa)
Vincent Lemieux (Laval)
Susan McCorquodale (Memorial)
Peter Regenstreif (Rochester)

MANPOWER STUDY COMMITTEE:

Fred Engelmann (Alberta)  Co-Chairman
Dave Cox (Queen's)  Co-Chairman

PUBLICATIONS AND REPRINTS COMMITTEE:

Jon Pammett (Carleton)  Chairman
Mike Whittington (Carleton)

PARLIAMENTARY INTERNSHIP PROGRAMME:

1. CPSA POLICY COMMITTEE:

Don Rowat (Carleton)  Chairman
Gilles Lalande (Montreal)
Bill Dawson (University of Western Ontario)
Don Smiley (Toronto)
Douglas Verney (York)
J. E. Hodgetts (Victoria)
Jim Hurley (Ottawa)  Secretary

2. SELECTION COMMITTEE:

Bill Dawson (UWO)
Gilles Lalande (Montreal)
Alistair Fraser (Clerk, House of Commons)
Jim Hurley (Ottawa)

3. PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE ON THE P. I. P.:

Ed Broadbent, NDP
Alf Hales, P. C.
John Reid, Liberal
Gerard Laprise, Créd.
Alistair Fraser, Clerk, House of Commons
Jim Hurley, Academic Director
CPSA/ScSp NEGOTIATING COMMITTEE:

Vincent Lemieux (Laval) ScSp
André Donneur (UQAM) ScSp
André Bernard (UQAM) ScSp
Ron Watts (Queen’s) CPSA
J. E. Hodgefet (Victoria) CPSA
John Trent (Ottawa) CPSA

SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH COMMITTEES - CPSA DELEGATES:

1. SSRCC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
   Fred Engelmann (Alberta)

2. SSRCC COUNCIL:
   Walter Young (UBC)
   Jean-Pierre Gaboury (Ottawa)
   Fred Engelmann (Alberta)

3. COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARLY RELATIONS:
   Alistair Taylor (Queen's)
   Douglas Anglin (Carleton)

4. STATISTICS COMMITTEE:
   Edouard Cloutier (UQAM)

5. POLICY AND FINANCE COMMITTEE:
   Albert Legault (Laval)

6. RESEARCH RESOURCES COMMITTEE:
   W. H. Hull (Brock)

7. PROJECTS COMMITTEE:
   David Smith (Saskatchewan)

8. COMMITTEE ON HUMAN ENVIRONMENT:
   O. P. Dwivedi (Guelph)

9. SECRETARY OF STATE'S MULTICULTURAL PROGRAMME:

10. AID TO PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE:
CPSA REPRESENTATIVES ON INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEES:

INTERNATIONAL POLITICAL SCIENCE ASSOCIATION:

1. Executive Committee  
   Jean Laponce (UBC)

2. Council  
   Jean Laponce (UBC)  
   Léon Dion (Laval)

THE CANADIAN ORGANIZATION COMMITTEE FOR THE 1973 I. P. S. A. CONGRESS:

John E. Trent (Ottawa)  
Jean Laponce (UBC)  
Gilles Lalande (Montréal)  
André Bernard (UQAM)  
Michael Sheldon (SGWU)  
André Donnleur (UQAM)  
Léon Dion (Laval)  
Henry Erhman (McGill)  
Harold Angell (SGWU)  
R. C. Coyte (Loyola)  
Jacques Benjamin (Montréal)  
John Meisel (Queen's)

* * * * * * * * *

PUBLICATION

Reprints are now available of the article by A. W. Johnson:

LE CONSEIL DU TRESOR DU CANADA ET L'APPAREIL GOUVERNEMENTAL DES ANNEES 1970.

The original article appeared in the September 1971 issue of the Canadian Political Science Journal. This reprint will be of value to those in political science, economics and public administration. For this reason it was chosen as the first example for a proposed series of Canadian Social Science Reprints. In order for this article and the entire series, to be of use, wide distribution must be assured. The article can be obtained by writing the CPSA office (c/o University of Ottawa, 30 Stewart Street, Ottawa, Ontario. K1N 6N5).
COMMITTEE ON THE HIGH SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Last year the Secretary-Treasurer of the Association initiated a study of political science courses being taught in English-language Community Colleges in Canada. At its June meeting the Board established a committee to pursue this investigation and to examine the teaching of political science in Canadian high schools. John Wilson was appointed chairman of this committee and it is now in the process of being formed. It is intended that its members should be drawn from every university in Canada and that its aim should be the preparation of a report on the teaching of political science in high schools and community colleges which will, among other things, be of very great value in helping our graduates find jobs. Anyone who has a special interest in the work of this committee should write to Professor John Wilson, Department of Political Science, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario.

*   *   *   *   *
INTERIM COMMITTEE ON FEDERAL ELECTION SURVEY RESEARCH

At its first meeting following the annual meeting of the Association in Montreal in June, the Board established an interim committee to investigate ways and means of rationalizing federal election survey research in Canada. John Wilson (University of Waterloo) was appointed chairman and the Committee has begun its work by sending a circular to faculty members and Ph.D. candidates in Departments of Political Science, Sociology, Psychology, Anthropology, History, and Economics in all Canadian universities. Everyone should have received this circular from the regional member of the Committee by the middle of September. The members of the Committee, together with the universities they are responsible for enumerating as far as interest in federal election survey research is concerned, are as follows:

All universities in the Atlantic provinces except Moncton.

Moncton, Laval, UQ à Chicoutimi, UQ à Rimouski, UQ à Trois-Rivières, ENAP

Montreal, UQAM, Sherbrooke

McGill, Sir George Williams, Loyola, Bishop's

Ottawa, Laurentian

Carleton, Trent

Queen's, RMC, Lakehead

York, Toronto, Ryerson

McMaster, Brock

Waterloo, Waterloo Lutheran, Guelph

Windsor, Western

All universities in Manitoba

All universities in Saskatchewan

All universities in Alberta

All universities in British Columbia

TECHNICAL ADVISOR TO THE COMMITTEE

All universities in Manitoba

All universities in Saskatchewan

All universities in Alberta

All universities in British Columbia

Susan McCorquodale (Memorial)

Vincent Lemieux (Laval)

Michael Stein (McGill)

Daniel Latouche (McGill)

André Blais (Ottawa)

Jon Pammett (Carleton)

Bill Irvine (Queen's)

Bob Drummond (York)

Henry Jacek (McMaster)

Jo Surich (Waterloo)

Larry LeDuc and Harold Clarke (Windsor)

Paul Thomas (Manitoba)

Duff Spafford (Saskatchewan, Saskatoon)

David Elton (Lethbridge)

Don Blake (UBC)

John Meisel (Queen's)

Anyone who has not received a copy of the circular by the end of September should get in touch with the member of the Committee covering his university.
The Consortium for Comparative Legislative Studies, recently organized by Duke University, the University of Hawaii, and the University of Iowa, announces the establishment of a new publishing programme in Comparative Legislative Research, to be brought out by Sage Publications (Beverly Hills and London). The programme consists of three series. The Sage Progress Series in Comparative Legislative Research will report the results of collective research activities, including conferences, and other edited, theme-oriented works. One volume (in two separate bound parts) will be published each year. The Sage Series on Legislative Studies will include two book-length studies each year. In addition, a series of eight individual papers annually (ranging in length from 32-96 pages each) will be published in a Comparative Legislative Studies Series—within a larger series ("Sage Research Papers in Political Science") which will be launched in 1973. The general editor for these three series is Malcolm E. Jewell, who will be assisted by an international editorial advisory board.

The purpose of the overall programme is to make possible, in a flexible format, the prompt publication and wide distribution of legislative research that has a comparative perspective. The editors are interested in receiving manuscripts that report cross-national research on legislative systems, institutions, behavior, and outputs. They are also interested in single-nation legislative research, particularly on foreign countries, that tests and develops hypotheses which are significant for comparative research.

The editors welcome contributions from scholars in the United States and other countries. Each manuscript that is submitted will be evaluated by members of the editorial advisory board and/or other well-qualified scholars. Individual papers, as well as book-length manuscripts, should be submitted to:

Malcolm E. Jewell,
Department of Political Science,
University of Kentucky,
Lexington, KY 40506.

The members of the editorial advisory board are Jean Blondel, University of Essex; Ralph E. Crow, American University of Beirut; Haans Daalder, University of Leiden; Gary Hoskin, State University of New York at Buffalo; Robert J. Jackson; Carleton University; Subhash C. Kashyap, Institute of Constitutional and Parliamentary Studies, New Delhi; Allan Kornberg, Duke University; W.H. Morris-Jones, Institute of Commonwealth Studies, University of London; Samuel C. Patterson, University of Iowa; Mogens N. Pedersen, University of Aarhus; Richard Sisson, University of California, Los Angeles; Joel Smith, Duke University.

Standing orders may be placed for any or all of the three series. Individuals and institutions who wish to order, or to receive announcements of forthcoming titles should write Sage Publications, 275 South Beverly Drive, Beverly Hills, California 90212. (From the U.K., Europe, Africa and the Middle East write the London Office: 44 Hatton Garden, London ECIN 8ER)
The publication "Papers Presented at the C. P. S. A. Annual Meeting 1972" will be available in bound volumes in most university libraries across Canada by the beginning of October (hopefully). This will permit people to use them as reference material for courses. There are only a limited number of copies available so if your university library has not got the publication on standing order, it should do so immediately before all the copies are taken.

Copies of the programme for the International Political Science Association Congress (Sir George Williams University, Montreal, August 19th-25th, 1973) along with pre-registration forms will be sent out shortly to all CPSA members. You are encouraged to return the pre-registration forms as soon as possible as reservations are likely to become hard to get.

Congratulations to Douglas Verney, former president of the Canadian Political Science Association. He has been appointed executive-director of the Social Science Research Council for a mandate of two years.

Letters have been sent to all department heads reminding them of the possibility of having European political scientists teach summer sessions at Canadian universities during 1973, as many of them will be coming over for the IPSA Congress in August. People should consider this possibility and discuss it with their department head.

The next issue of the Newsletter will contain information on data banks of machine readable data in Canadian Universities, relating to political science. Anyone with information on this subject that he or she would like to see included in the Newsletter should send it to the Editor as soon as possible.

We received a suggestion from Lloyd Brown-John (University of Windsor) that the Post Office be approached to issue a special stamp to commemorate the holding of the International Political Science Association Congress in Canada. This was done for the geographers in honour of their International Congress, held in Montreal last August. John Trent has taken up the idea with the Post Office but additional pressure is useful. Therefore, all the political scientists ought to write either directly to the Post Office or to their Member of Parliament encouraging them to issue a special "political science" stamp.

The C. P. S. A. is still pursuing the idea of a social science magazine, to be brought out jointly by the social science associations in Canada. But in order to pursue this, the views of the membership need to be better known. Would such a publication serve a need? Should it serve to increase communication among social scientists, between social scientists and the public, or both at once? Any
ideas about a possible social science magazine should be sent in to John Trent, Secretary-Treasurer of the CPSA, c/o University of Ottawa, 30 Stewart Street, Ottawa, K1N 6N5.

The Political Science Department of Lakehead University is developing co-operative activities with the University of Minnesota, Duluth. One of the faculty will give a one semester course in Canadian politics at UMD and one of Duluth's faculty will reciprocate in a subject area not yet decided upon. It would be interesting to hear from departments about other co-operative arrangements of this type.

We hope to receive (this is clearly the major theme of this Newsletter) more information from the CPSA correspondents about their departments and Universities. This could include information on upcoming meetings, on new courses, on new approaches or on just about anything that might be of interest to Political Scientists in Canada.

Notices have gone out encouraging people to participate in the 1973 annual meetings. The annual meetings will not be held this year with the other Learned Societies. Instead they are being held on the two days preceeding the IPSA Congress (the 18th and 19th of August, in Montreal) in conjunction with the annual meeting of the Société canadienne de Science politique. For further information concerning the programme contact Jacques Benjamin, Président du programme, Département de Science politique, Université de Montréal, C.P. 6128, Montréal.

If people want to participate in the meetings and haven't yet sent in their proposals, they should do so as soon as possible. The various chairmen (or rather chairpersons) and their sections are as follows:

- Jim McNiven (Dalhousie) - Public Administration
  - Third World
- Stan Drabek (Calgary) - Provincial
  - Urban
- Réjean Pelletier (Ottawa) - International Relations
  - Western Systems
  - Communist Systems
  - Vice-président du programme (ScSp)
- Richard Simeon (UBC) - Public Policy
  - Law and Politics
- Susan McCorquodale (Memorial) - State of the Profession
- Jean-Pierre Gaboury (Ottawa) - Canadian
- Conrad Winn (Waterloo Lutheran) - Modern Political Analysis
  - Ideologies
  - Vice-Chairman, Programme (CPSA)
REPRINT SERIES FROM THE JOURNAL

The Canadian Political Science Association is starting a series of reprints of articles from the Canadian Journal of Political Science. In order to make the series of maximum use to those teaching and studying political science it is important that the people who will be using the series help to choose the articles. What articles from the Journal would you like to see reprinted as part of the series? Please fill in your first three choices (or more, if you wish) and send the form back to the CPSA, c/o University of Ottawa, 30 Stewart Street, Ottawa, Ontario. KIN 6N5

ARTICLES TO BE REPRINTED:

1. ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________

Are you likely to use any of these in your courses?
   ____________________________________________________________

If so, how many copies of each would your book-store order?
   ____________________________________________________________
   ____________________________________________________________

Name: ______________________________________________________

University: ________________________________________________
VISITING PROFESSORS

This list is not at all complete. Letters were written to each of the Canadian Political Science Association Correspondents asking them for information about their department. This list covers from the answers received from the correspondents, those departments who will be having visiting professors.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Gray, Colin - Canadian Institute of International Affairs
Sheldon, Simon - University of Kentucky
Simeon, Richard - Queen's University

DALHOUSIE
Davis, Morris - University of Illinois

LAVAL
Christin, Yvan - Université des sciences sociales de Grenoble (Sept. & Oct.)
Qualman, Harry

MCGILL
Holsti, K. J. - University of British Columbia.

MONTREAL
Reszler, André - Indiana University

OTTAWA
Latouche, Serge - Université de Lille (First term)

TORONTO
Guindon, Hubert - Sir George Williams University

TRENT
Scott, Ian

YORK
Cox, Gordon E. - Ambassador, Canadian Embassy, Bangkok (Foreign Service Visitor)
MEMBERS OF DEPARTMENTS ON LEAVE FOR 1972-73

This list includes those on leave of absence, study leave and sabbatical leave. Once again the list is by no means complete and simply reflects the information that was available.

ACADIA
Adamson, A.C.L.

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Holsti, K.J.
Holsti, O. R.
Tennent, Paul
Wallace, M. D.

BROCK
Blauer, M.
Kernaghan, W. D. K.

CALGARY
Dais, E. E.
Friedmann, K.
MacKinnon, Frank

CARLETON
Anglin, Douglas G. (Sec. Term)
Bociurkiw, Bohdan R.
Jackson, Robert J.
Jewett, Pauline
Mullins, Willard A.

DALHOUSIE
Heard, Kenneth (½ Year)
Stairs, Denis W.

LAKEHEAD
Eager, Evelyn
Sarbadhikari, P.

LAURENTIAN
Menon, M. A. K.

LAVAL
Gilbert, Marcel
Gosselin, Guy
Ouellet, Lionel

MCGILL
Brecher, Michael
Kunz, Frank A.
Noble, Paul C.
Taylor, Charles

MONTREAL
Thomson, Dale C.

NEW BRUNSWICK
Kuun, Geza Charles

OTTAWA
Comeau, Paul-André
Kis, Théofil I. (Sec. Term)
Mellos, Koula

QUEEN'S
Black, E. R.
Fyfe, Stewart
Gunn, J. A. W.
Leslie, Peter
Simeon, R. E. B.

ST. MARY'S
Chauvin, Guy

SASKATCHEWAN (Saskatoon)
Courtney, J. C.

TORONTO
Andrew, E. G.
Barros, J.
Eayrs, J.
Griffiths, F. J. C.
Johnston, D. M.
MacPherson, C. B.
Nun, J.
Skilling, H. G.
Stren, R. E.

TRENT
Bandyopadhyay, Pradeep
Morrison, D. R.
Smith, Denis.

VICTORIA
Power, Max S.

WATERLOO
Kersell, J. E.

WESTERN ONTARIO
Cartwright, John R.
Hosse, Hans A.

WINDSOR
Burton, Bruce

WINNIPEG
Flood, Audrey

YORK
Albritton, Robert
Broadbent, J. E.
Cornell, Richard
Frolic, Bernie M.
Gunther, Magnus
Hockin, Thomas
McRoberts, Kenneth
Verney, Douglas
PARLIAMENTARY INTERNSHIPS

The Parliamentary Internships Programme is now in its third year of operation. The principle object of the programme from the point of view of the C.P.S.A. was to help graduates of Canadian universities to supplement their academic training with a practical knowledge of Parliament's functions and the day-to-day work of Members of Parliament, and to share the benefits of the programme with the academic community and the Canadian public at large. The graduates of the first two sessions are already making a significant contribution:

Aster, Howard: 1971 - is teaching Political Science at McMaster University.
Finn, Jean-Guy: 1971 - is teaching at the Université de Moncton.
Murray, Don: 1971 - is a journalist with the Montreal Gazette.
Thordarson, Bruce: 1972 - is now working for Peter Dobell's Parliamentary Centre for Foreign Affairs and Foreign Trade.
Thomas, Paul: 1972 - is teaching Political Science at the University of Manitoba.
Cordeau, Marie: 1972 - is a research assistant for the Ontario Commission on the Legislature.

All of the other Interns have returned to university for further studies. Below is a list of the 1972-73 Interns who are currently engaged in various activities related to the 29th general election. (One is working for the Chief Electoral Officer and the others are working within the organizations of the four political parties.)

PARLIAMENTARY INTERNS CHOSEN 1972-73

BERTRAM, Ralph
Born: Toronto, Ontario.
Studies: B.A. (McMaster, 1971) P.S.
M.A. (Queen's, 1972) P.S.

DESJARDINS, Jean
Born: Montreal Quebec.
Studies: D.E.C. (College Jean-de-Brébeuf, 1969) Social Sciences
B.Sc. (Montreal, 1972) Political Science

DONISON, Michael
Born: Regina, Saskatchewan
Studies: B. A. (Victoria, 1972) Political Science

GIBAULT, Georges
Born: Victoria, British Columbia
Studies: B.A. (U.B.C., 1971) Political Science
M.A. (U.B.C., 1972) Political Science
Parliamentary Internship (Cont'd)

HALES, David
Born: Guelph, Ontario
Studies: B.A. (Guelph, 1970) History
        M.A. (Guelph, 1972) History

JUNEAU, Michel
Born: Quebec, Quebec.
Studies: B.A. (Laval, 1960) General
        Bacc. (Laval, 1961) Social Science
        M. A. (Laval, 1964) Political Science
        Professor of Political Science, Jean-de-Brébeuf College (on sabbatical)

SHERWOOD, Thomas
Born: Newmarket, Ontario.
Studies: B.A. (York, 1970) English & History
        M.A. (Carleton, 1972) Canadian Studies

SIMPSON, Jeffrey
Born: New York City, New York (Canadian Citizen)
Studies: B.A. (Queen's 1971) Politics
        M.Sc. (London School of Economics, 1972) International Relations

SMITH, Jennifer
Born: Sudbury, Ontario.
Studies: B.A. (McMaster, 1972) Political Science

WEENE, Robert
Born: Chatham, Ontario
Studies: B.A. (Western Ontario, 1967) Political Science
        M.Sc. Econ. (Wales, 1970) International Politics
REQUEST FOR INFORMATION

- CAN YOU HELP -


Mr. J. Banks,
Executive Secretary,
Social Science Research
Council of Canada,
151 Slater Street,
Ottawa 4, Ontario.

Dear Mr. Banks:

Next academic year, beginning on August 14, 1972, I will work as a Visiting Assistant Professor at Indiana University, Bloomington campus. Being a political scientist, I will work in close connection with the University's Department of Political Science, but I will be formally connected to the University's new School of Public Environmental Affairs. I will co-operate with Professor Lynton K. Caldwell, the Arthur E. Bentley Professor of Political Science, who has taken a special interest in the political aspects of the environmental problem.

As part of my preparations, I have read "Canada and the Human Environment", Canada's contribution to the Stockholm Conference on the Human Environment. In Appendix II of the report, on page 91, I found that the SSRC of Canada had been represented on the Preparatory Committee by a Professor E. G. Pleva. That seems to indicate, that Canadian social scientists, maybe also political scientists, have been working on the problem. This is of importance to my own work next year, which will concentrate on a comparative study of environmental policies in Canada, Sweden, and the U. S. (My own doctoral dissertation deals with Swedish Environmental Policy).

What I want to know is what has been done by social scientists in connection to the environmental problem. More specifically, I would like to know what has been done--and what is being done--by Canadian political scientists in this field. I do hope that You, or Professor Pleva, can give me information on this.

You can reach me on the address indicated below from August 14th.

Very sincerely,

Lennart J. Lundqvist,
Visiting Assistant Professor,
School of Public Environmental Affairs,
Indiana University,
Bloomington, Indiana 47401
UPCOMING MEETINGS

-------------------

Congrès de la société canadienne de science politique

PROGRAMME

Vendredi – le 13 octobre

Section: Politique canadienne et québécoise

10:30 – Giuseppe Turi (Ministère des affaires intergouvernementales, Québec) "La culture québécoise, son langage et son idéal".

11:00 – Michel de Salaberry (Université d'Ottawa) "Culture et politique dans la circonscription électorale fédérale de Hull" (résultat d'enquête).

11:30 – Alain Baccigalupo (Université Laval) "Les obstacles administratifs à la planification québécoise".

12:00 – Marek Debicki (University of Manitoba) "Politique et justice le cas des cours municipaux".

2:00 – John Trent (Université d'Ottawa) "Un modèle politique pour l'étude du nationalisme".

2:30 – François-Pierre Gingras (McMaster University) "Aliénation et militantisme: le cas des indépendantistes québécois".

3:00 – Jacques Benjamin (Université de Montréal) "Comment on fabrique un premier ministre québécois: quatre études de cas".

3:45 – Jean Laponce (University of British Columbia) "La perception du politique et la perception de l'espace".

4:15 – James Hyndman (Ministère des affaires extérieures) "La prise de décision dans la politique étrangère canadienne: nouvelles tendances".

8:30 – Table ronde: "Aspects des partis politiques fédéraux: engagement électoral et représentation des intérêts du Québec".

Animateur: Réjean Pelletier (Université d'Ottawa)

Participants: Robert Boily (Université de Montréal)
Vincent Lemieux (Université Laval)
John Meisel (Queen's University)
Section: Monde communiste

10:30 - Théofil Kis (Université d'Ottawa) "La perception des politiques au 24e Congrès du Parti communiste de l'Union Soviétique".

11:00 - S.J. Kirschbaum (York University) "Le sous-système en régime communiste: la Slovaquie en Tchécoslovaquie".

11:30 - William Badour (Université d'Ottawa) "Education et développement politiques".

Section: politique internationale

2:00 - Table ronde: "L'élaboration d'un cadre théorique pour l'analyse comparative des conflits".

Animateur: Albert Legault (Université Laval)

Samedi, le 14 octobre

9:30 - Colloque: "L'enseignement de la science politique dans les CEGEP"

Animateurs: André Potvin (CEGEP d’Ahuntsic)  
Gérard Loriot (CEGEP de Valleyfield)

9:30 - Section: Politique internationale

Table ronde: "les organisations internationales et le Tiers-monde"

Animateur: Paul Dussault (Université d'Ottawa)

Participants: Guy Gosselin (Université Laval)  
Harry Qualman (Université Laval)

9:30 - Table ronde: "L'analyse des gouvernements régionaux"

Participants: Louise Quesnel-Ouellet (Université Laval)  
Andrew Axline (Université d'Ottawa)  
Jean-Marie Gagnon (Université Laval)  
Denis Roberge (Maire de Lucerne)
2:00 - Table ronde: Amérique latine

Animateur: Jean Carrière (Université d'Ottawa)
Participants: Yvan Labelle (Université Laval)
Jean Carrière (Université d'Ottawa)

3:45 - Assemblée générale de la Société canadienne de science politique.

* * * * * * * * *

UPCOMING MEETINGS
CARLETON UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
PUBLIC LECTURE AND OPEN SEMINAR SERIES
POLICY ANALYSIS VS POLICY ADVOCACY
PERSPECTIVES ON CANADIAN PUBLIC POLICY

Opening lecture  8 p.m. 12 January 1973, Theatre 'B', Southam Hall.

Policy Analysis vs Policy Advocacy
by Professor Thomas Dye of Florida State University.

Open seminar  10 a.m. 20 January 1973, Room A602, Loeb Building

Parties and the Policy Process in Canada
Professor Stephen Clarkson, University of Toronto
Professor George Perlin, Queen's University
Professor Desmond Morton, Department of History, Erindale College
U of T.

Open seminar  10 a.m. 3 February 1973, Room A602, Loeb Building

Interest Groups and Public Policy in Canada
Professor Leon Dion, Laval University
Professor Robert Presthus, York University
(Discussants' names to be announced)
Open seminar 10 a.m. 10 February 1973, Room A602, Loeb Building

The Public Service and the Policy Process

Professor J.E. Hodgetts, Victoria College, University of Toronto.

Discussants: Mr. A.E. Gotlieb, Deputy Minister of Communications
Dr. E.R. Tinney, Director General, Policy & Planning Directorate, Department of the Environment, Hull, P.Q.
Mrs. Freda L. Faltiel, Coordinator, Status of Women Division, Privy Council Office, Ottawa.

Open seminar date, time and place to be announced.

Professor Yehezkel Dror, Kaplan School of Economics
and Social Sciences, Hebrew University, Jerusalem.

Open seminar 10 a.m. 17 February 1973, Room 602, Loeb Building

Problems of Measuring Policy Outcomes

Professor R.I. Hofferbert, Inter-University Consortium for Political Research, Ann Arbor.

Discussants: Dr. Sylvia Ostry, Chief Statistician of Canada
Dr. D.G. Hartle, Deputy Secretary, Planning Branch,
Treasury Board Secretariat.

Open seminar 10 a.m. 10 March 1973, Room A602, Loeb Building

Politicians, Parliament and Policy-Making in Canada

Dr. R.J. Jackson, Department of Political Science, Carleton
(formerly Legislative Advisor, Office of the President of the Privy Council)

(other participants will be announced later)

Closing lecture 8 p.m. 16 March 1973, Theatre 'B', Southam Hall.

Technology, Politics and Man

Professor K.E. Boulding, University of Colorado.
The Canadian Political Science Association is hoping that a study of the manpower situation in Canadian political science will soon get underway. The study will be directed by Fred Engelmann (Alberta) and Dave Cox (Queen's). A grant request has been made to the Department of Manpower and Immigration and the study will, hopefully, soon be able to start. The following description of the project, taken from Fred Engelmann's outline of the research proposal, will acquaint C. P. S. A. members with the general aims of the study.

1. The objective of this survey is to ascertain current information on the manpower situation in Canadian political science. We want to find out the number, fields of study, time schedules and job expectations of all Ph.D. students in political science in Canadian universities, and of Canadian graduates pursuing their Ph.D. in political science outside of Canada. We also want to find out intended areas of appointment in Canadian departments of political science. The end product of our project is to be a composite report of our findings. This is a survey, not an actual placement effort. Our aim is to provide all Ph.D. students in political science and all Canadian departments of political science with this composite information. We have the support of the Canadian Political Science Association and are confident of obtaining the support of prospective respondents, since we intend to present information that will throw light on a market situation now marked by uncertainty on the part of employers. We also want to reduce apprehension--probably justified but unnecessarily uninformed--on the part of prospective employees, all of whom are engaged in a long and costly course of studies.

2. Our proposed survey consists of three parts. First, we want to ask each department of political science in Canada about their former undergraduate and M.A. students now in Ph.D. study outside of Canada, and about the fields of political science in which these Canadian departments intend to make additional appointments. Even given the current market situation, we can think of no better way to collect this demand information. Regarding students outside of Canada, we will attempt to get as much information as possible on those likely to intend to return to Canada. The second part is a lengthy questionnaire to chairmen and graduate studies directors of the 15 universities offering a Ph.D. in political science. It will call for composite information on the department's
Manpower Survey (Cont'd)

Ph.D. programme and possible future development. The third questionnaire will be sent to each individual Ph.D. student. It will ask for his personal assessment of his time schedule, his personal preparation, and for information about his willingness for appointment in universities, colleges, the government, or elsewhere.

At the time the second and third questionnaire are sent out, Professor David Cox (Queen's) and I would commence visits to the 15 departments offering the Ph.D. degree. We would ask for interviews with the chairman and graduate director, and with all individual Ph.D. students, for in-depth comments. We feel that these interviews would have two additional benefits:

1. the weight of some of the answers can best be conveyed in private conversation;
2. we would attain the subjective picture necessary to enrich our report.

* * *

**PUBLICATION DATES FOR THE NEWSLETTER**

The next four issues of the newsletter will be published for the following dates: November 1; January 1; March 1; May 1.

The deadline for submitting material for each of these issues is two weeks before the publication date; that is: October 15; December 15; February 15; April 15.

So please send in information and make this your Newsletter.

* * *

**DID YOU REMEMBER TO FILL IN THE QUESTION ON PAGE 13 ABOUT THE REPRINT SERIES? IT IS VERY IMPORTANT THAT YOU DO SO. THE SERIES CAN'T BE SUCCESSFUL WITHOUT THE VIEWS OF THE MEMBERSHIP. FILL IN THE FORM TODAY.**

* * *